The Spirit of The Game

Unlike many sports, disc golf is played, for the most part, without supervision of a referee or umpire. The game relies on the integrity of the individual to show consideration for other players and to abide by the rules. All players should conduct themselves in a disciplined manner, demonstrating courtesy and sportsmanship at all times, irrespective of how competitive they may be.

This is the spirit of the game of disc golf.

Safety

• Players should not play until the players in front are out of range.
• Alert nearby players and park users prior to teeing off.
• Shout a warning if the disc may hit someone.

Consideration for Other Players

• Do not move, talk or stand close to a player making a throw.
• Players should ensure that any electronic device taken on the course will not distract others.
• Stay on the hole until the entire group has holed out.

Pace of Play

• Always play without delay and keep up with the group in front.
• If a player believes their disc is lost or in a hazard, the player should throw a provisional throw.
• Players searching for a disc should signal the players in the group behind them to play through if it becomes apparent that the disc is not easily found.

Care of the Course

• Repair any damage the disc may have caused the course, like deep divots.
• Leave the course in better condition than you found it; pick up trash and pack out what you pack in.

Disc Golf Course Rules

Respect the park, its neighbors and other park users with common sense, etiquette and courtesy. Help new players play by the rules. Be aware of other park users. Pedestrians always have the right-of-way. Keep wildlife wild. Dogs must be on a leash. Alcohol and glass containers are prohibited!

Have fun!

Playing Disc Golf

Disc Golf is a recreational sport for everyone. It is played like ball golf, but a flying disc is used instead of a golf ball and clubs. Make the first throw from the concrete tee pad, and then throw again from where the disc comes to rest. The player whose disc is farthest from basket throws first. Throw until the disc lands in the basket. One shot is counted each time the disc is thrown, and when a penalty is incurred. A one shot penalty is added if the disc comes to rest out-of-bounds or in a hazard area. All wetlands, prairie dog natural areas and concrete trails are out-of-bounds.

Player with the fewest shots wins!

For official rules, visit www.pdga.com/rules.